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1h 30´ 3D-Animation
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The storyline of animation series features fantasy world of islands, which overtop dense clouds barrier, where confrontation of two civilizations occurs. The fates of main characters, a young corsair
and plaingirl enslaved by hostile Combuchadores, are interlaced complicatedly in the history of destructive war end and beginning of peace. Friendship and reliance, mystical incidents and sinister
secrets of Combuchadores Order, fight for freedom and understanding the value of all flesh, all of it
is only a part of story, because under the clouds there is something else hidden, something that is
absolutely unexplored…
…The combat ship of combuchadores attacked plainmen community and gathered abundant “harvest”. A girl named Soaf is among the captives, she is an active and sharp eyed teenager, and she was
grown up in total freedom. It is a beginning of her dangerous adventures, soon the flying corsairs
will attack the ship to take away the loot, and Soaf will meet by chance a ship boy, young corsair
Berro. A ship boy will unexpectedly for him like his peer and will try to free her. But his attempt will
be unsuccessful, the attack of corsairs will be fought off, and Berro will fall overboard and disappear
in the Darkness.
Then the fates of both teenagers will be braided complicatedly into the story of enmity and attacks
end and peace beginning between two civilizations. Ahead they will encounter mystical incidents
and sinister secrets of Combuchadores Order, other world revelation and meeting combuchadore
giants, fights and treason, fight for freedom and understanding the value of all flesh, friendship and
first love..
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